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1923 was the year; 42 High St, Gravesend, in Hepworths the tailors, at the
invitation of Mr Finn, 12 good men and women met on Tuesday 27th February
to form the current Gravesend Cycling Club. They were Mr Arthur Finn
(Chairman), Miss Winifred Archer, Mr Leslie Archer, Mr Jack Geeson
(Captain) (photo below), Mr Frederick Garrett (later in the year expelled!!), Miss
Louise Clarke, Mr Sydney William Goldsmith (Treasurer) (we still present a
cup in his honour), Mrs Goldsmith, Mr Albert John Hill (the Pym Hill trophy)
(photo below), Mr Charles Mills, Mr Sydney Champion (Secretary), Mr
Gardener; Mr Thomas Harman as noted as being a founder member but
sent apologies for absence at this meeting.
It was in these early years that the basic structure of the pre-war Club was
established – cycling aimed at social riding and togetherness for both men
and women and a social side open to non-riders, non Club members, family and
friends. Initially club runs were held on a Sunday and Wednesday and later
Saturdays, always starting at the Clocktower. Racing did gradually become
part of Club life but only really became dominant after the war.

Jim Draper, Jack Geeson, Albert ‘Pym’ Hill and Peter Dawson at the 50th anniversary
reunion in 1973
Research credit to Roger Stevens for a variety of information contained herein.
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This is an abridged version of the Club’s history similar to that which
appears on the Dinner/Awards evening ‘brochure’
Gravesend Cycling Club, formed in 1923, is one of the oldest clubs in Kent and initiated
the KCA; it has long been prominent in the Kent cycling scene. It has had many well
known and successful cyclists and administrators. It is with pleasure that many former
members still keep in touch, seek out news of current happenings as well as wanting to
contribute about cycling and the Club in their day. The Club’s long tradition is still
strong today.

Gravesend’s palmares are notable. Miss Eileen ‘Sally’ Parkinson was the first to take
GCC’s name to the wider world. In 1937, she won the 1km scratch event at Herne Hill
for the third time, thus keeping the Dunlop Cup, and was also invited to ride the rollers at
Alexandra Palace in the Sunday Pictorial’s cycling festival. The ‘heady days’ were those
when Norma Jarvis held National competition records at 10 miles (25.10/1954) and 30
miles (1.17.44/1956); Roger Wilkings came 2nd in the National BBAR (1959 & 1962)
and 3rd in 1960, rode the Tour of Poland in 1959 and won 3 national 12hr titles (196062); and with Roger GCC came 2nd in the national BAR team competition (1962). In
1970 Julia Cook won the Ladies Kent BAR. More recently Dave Rhodes was twice
Kent BAR time-trial winner (2003-4), as well as KCA 12hr champion (2003). Bob
Crayford also won the KCA BAR twice (1967 & 2002), as well as being KCA 12hr
champion in those years; he has also been both KCA 50 & 100m champion. He was also
a prolific first category road race competitor and winner, riding in the Tour of Scotland
(1969) and the Tour of Ireland four times (1967/68/70/71). GCC were twice KCA 12hr
team champions in 2001-2. Patrick McMaster is our ‘audax-man’ having completed the
600km Paris-Brest-Paris three times.

Two notable administrators have seen the Club through 66 years of its history – Peter
Dawson and then Ian Stone. Peter was Secretary for 26 years, 1925-1951, and then Ian
was Secretary for 40 years, 1956-1996, and is now the Treasurer, Timekeeper, Course
Measurer. He was previously Asst Secretary for the CTT SE District. More of these two
later though.

Then, as now, the Club could not function without its members, their friends and helpers,
who freely give up their time to marshal, time-keep, measure, put up signs, do
refreshments, be representatives on committees and volunteer to undertake all those jobs
necessary to keep a Club going. Certainly all GCC Award winners and competitors
could not do without them. Often anonymous, but essential, to them a very sincere thank
you.
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One of the earliest photos of the Club, which appeared in the Gravesend ‘What’s On’ for 1931. Unfortunately we are
not able to identify anyone but the significance is the Rainbow store in the background. This was premier cycle shop in
the town and run by a Mr Barnes, for whom Albert Hill worked. Mr Barnes was an active supporter of GCC in the
early years but subsequently left and we think was involved with Gravesend Wheelers.

Another 1931 image but we can identify at least two people – we think. To the left of the lady on the right of the picture
is Peter Dawson and we assume the lady is his wife, Hanna. Two to the left (Dawson’s right) is Percy Pickering, vice
captain in 1931. Moving left (Pickering’s right) could be S Warner who was Captain in 1931.
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The ‘family’ nature of the Club, which gradually built up before the war, held it together during
the war and into the post-war period. Many cycling clubs folded during the war or in its
aftermath, but Gravesend CC not only survived but went from strength to strength. One only has
to read the newsletters that Peter Dawson produced during this period to see what effect this
closeness had in holding the Club together. The volume of work he put in and his conscientious
effort given the air raids, rationing and the fact he lived in Essex can only be admired.
Club runs were for everyone but organised under a strict rule – ‘no-one passed the Captain’
which was rigidly followed and was an item at Committee meetings if breached. The Captain
determined the manner of riding by the use of a whistle and a series of blasts and the behaviour
on club runs was also monitored – more distance between each pair, 9ft suggested; a letter of
caution was sent for not keeping proper order ……; and a proposal to warn members against
whistling and singing in villages and towns against not keeping proper formation, which was
carried! (all these from the 1923-26 minutes) These rides were not a question of cramming in as many
miles at the fastest speed possible; they were social occasions with a social purpose as the focus –
a boat trip on a lake, a visit to some caves, a swim etc. The Captain determined the pace which
was to be acceptable for ladies and youngsters – and it was a social ride. A Sunday trip to what is
now the container terminal at Grain – old Port Victoria, the end of the railway line and where
there used to be a hotel – could take all day. There would be a stop for morning coffee, then a
picnic lunch, then a cricket or football match or a walk, then the trip back which may include a
stop for tea. Often these ‘excursions’ did not get back until the evening. There was a planned
programme of rides throughout the season and in 1923 there were already rides to Guilford and
Hampton Court; as early as 1925 tours were organised to different parts of the country – in this
year 2 day tours to Rye and Sandwich. The very first club run was to Borough Green.

The person with the Club emblem is Percy Pickering who was Captain between 1932-26.
Far right is Mr Barnes of Rainbow Cycles who used GCC photos to advertise his shop. We
think the photo must be nearer 1932 as Mr Barnes did not have an association with the Club
for long; next to him is Albert Hill. Second from left is Peter Dawson, with the
assumption the lady next to him is his wife.
(Photo courtesy
of D Hinds)
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Racing became established in the late 20s, initially through internal Club events which were
essentially reliability rides for both men and women, before the time trials we know today
became established. One of the early prominent Club champions
was Tom Medley, who we still remember with our Tom
Medley trophy (for the person nearest to the hour for 25 miles, without
breaking it). The trophy we award is the trophy Tom won outright
for being Club champion from 1928-31, then called the Halford’s
Cup, presented by Halford’s, Gravesend, as the Club Champion’s
cup. On Tom’s death his wife presented the cup back to the Club.
Some examples of Tom’s ability are 173 miles in 12hrs in 1928, a
1.10.43 for a 25 in 1929, a 2.22.09 for a 50 in 1930 and then in
1932 part of the GCC winning team in the Ramsay Cup.
Tom with his trophies and bike, around 1930. This is the same trophy
still in use today
(photo courtesy of Mrs Medley)

Eileen Sally Parkinson took GCC’s name to a regional and national level in the mid to
late 1930s. She was a track rider but her ability translated into time trials success on the road.
She won the Dunlop Cup outright for track sprinting at Herne Hill, winning the 1km event 3
times, 1934, 19346 & 1937. Wherever she rode on the track she seemed to win 1936 – 6 track
events = 6 wins; 1937 10 events = 8 wins, 2 2nds, Kent ½ mile Track Champion, 1st in Dalston
CC 25time trial. These track events ranged from ½ mile to 1km. She was invited to ride in a roller
competition at the famous 1937 Sunday Pictorial cycling event at Alexandra Palace where
thousands turned up as spectators. She won that event ………………… only to be disqualified
when it was found her gears were slightly too high!!

(photo credit Gravesend Reptr)

(photo credit Cycling Weekly)

(photo credit Kentish Express)

(Under the cycling image the caption states “the English Lady Cycling Champion” but I have not found any
other supporting evidence of this at the moment)
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Apart from the achievements of individuals and the continual growth in membership – in 1939 it
stood at 97 men and 32 lady members, although some of the total being purely social members ,
the Club Room being opened 2-3 times week with a full programme of events and indoor sports
competitions - what other achievements can Gravesend CC feel proud of? Two in particular –
the KCA and the Ramsay Cup

‘Flick’ Cash and GCC were instrumental in founding the Kent Cycling Association. In August
1928 Mr Cash wrote to the GCC Committee proposing/asking if a Kent Cycle Association could
be established. GCC wrote to other clubs to assess interest – the rest is history. The KCA is the
main cycling association in Kent still – thanks to GCC initiative.
The second achievement is still in existence also – the Ramsay Cup. This was first awarded in
1927 on the instigation of GCC President, Alderman A G Ramsay, who offered to award a cup
for a 25 mile inter-club race, teams of 4, first 3 to count. 9 clubs were invited but only 5 turned
up – Dover, San Fairy Ann, Canterbury, Erith Wheelers and Sittingbourne. Dover CC won.
Woolwich Poly CC asked to enter but were rejected as they were a London Metropolitan area
club. The first course was from Wrotham Heath via Borough Green to Queens Avenue,
Maidstone and return. 40 breakfasts were booked at the Rose & Crown, Wrotham, GCC’s first
country HQ, as well as rooms for Mr Ramsay and the timekeeper. Later, Mr Ramsay was going to
provide a shield for the fastest rider, but when he got wind that he was not going to asked to
continue as president he did not follow through with his offer. So the current Ramsay Shield for
the fastest rider, is at best, in memory of him. He later became Mayor of Gravesend 1952-3
during the flooding, met Queen Elizabeth and was awarded the Coronation Medal.
The Ramsay Cup is still raced as a team event over 25 miles and the original cup is still being
awarded, although with a great deal of care!

(photo credit Gravesend Reporter)

Mr & Mrs Ramsay in 1963 at the ‘do’ for the ‘old uns’ at the Clarendon Royal hotel.
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We cannot leave the pre-1950s period without special mention of

J W ‘Peter’ Dawson,

His prodigious effort
during the War years to keep the Club together, I feel, was remarkable and really laid the
foundation of the post-War strength and success of the Club.

(nicknamed and always known as Peter, either after the whisky or the singer)

Peter became Secretary in 1925, shortly after he joined and remained in post until 1951. He
followed this with a period as President, Chairman and Vice-President. Talk about the slings and
arrows of outrageous fortune, read this piece taken from the Minutes of June 6th 1944 (note date)
“the General Secretary (PD) reported that in the stress of the day’s news he had forgotten to
bring the Minutes of the previous meeting. At the proposal of Mr Pollard it was decided to
record a vote of censure against the Gen Sec.” (June 6th= D Day; PD lived across the river in
Grays, Essex; Mr Pollard was at his first committee meeting!)
Peter lived in Grays, Essex, and from the mid 30s cycled back and forth for the club nights,
evening Committee meetings and club rides – even through the War when there were Club
activities. His cycling activities were virtually
entirely of the touring variety with his wife and,
later, his son as the photo shows. Interestingly,
his wife was awarded an OBE by the George V
and personally complimented by him for her
devotion to duty when on very dangerous work,
girls either side of her were killed and she,
Hannah, had the scars to prove it. We think this
was work at the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich where
there was a massive explosion.
(photo credit D Hinds)

Peter produced a GCC Newsletter from 1937-51. The first edition was a 2 page edition but this
expanded to an 8 page (15-16 sides) foolscap edition during the War (compared to the Gravesend
Reporter which went from 26 pages to 8). Initially it really only contained information about
Club activities but gradually became a ‘who’s doing what and where’ with associated banter
during the War. The feeling of family and camaraderie underpins each edition and it was
instrumental in keeping the Club together. Copies were sent to service members and these in turn
got passed around. Forces members in turn sent their stories back from as far afield as Assam,
Egypt and West Africa. As many as 70 letters were received between one edition and the next,
generally every 2 months. The amount of time and effort to hand write a draft, then type a
stencil, plus corrections, on an old style typewriter and then print and distribute it, all the while a
war is going on with bombs and doodle bugs
flying around, is truly commendable. Peter
comments ‘witness the flurry and astonishment
when Peter (son) went into a small post office and
asks for 100 1d stamps’
As a club we have a lot to thank Peter for.
A young Ian Stone in 1963, as Club Secretary
Secretary, making a presentation to Peter and
Hannah Dawson. Ian took over as Secretary in
1955.
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(photo credit Gravesend Reporter)

Ian Stone took over the Secretary’s job in 1955, aged 20, a short while after Peter Dawson’s
tenure ended. Ian remained Secretary for just over 40 years, and then became Treasurer, which
he still is. He was also timekeeper and course measurer as well as being Asst District Secretary
for the CTT. While honouring Ian for all the work and effort he has, and still, puts in we must
also acknowledge Dorothy’s input too. She has supported Ian and has timekept and marshallled,
together with all those other club ‘maintenance’ activities that must be done in order for a club to
survive. The Cambrai town twinning with V C Sante cycling club was an area where Dorothy
came to the fore.

A very young Ian in
1955-56 touring in Austria

Ian racing in the 1950s

The dynamic duo!!

Unlike Peter Dawson Ian was a keen racing man in his younger years and put in the miles –
12800 in 1955. He did a 1.4.18 on a Chilham 25 course. He has a commendable list of PBs from
the 1957-62 period too – (if only he was young now with all the modern technology, know-how
and the drag strip courses!) – 10 mile -23.45 along the Longfield Rd; 25 – 1.00.52 on the Chilham
course; 50 – 2.08.27 on the Southend Rd; 100 – 4.38.44 on the Bath Rd; 12hr – 235.55 based on
Headcorn. He has also won the Club 100 mile in 1957 & 59, a member of the GCC KCA 12hr
winning team in 1959 with record club distance, in 1960 he won all the Club pursuit events at 1.5,
2 & 3 miles, Club Champion in 1960 & 1961, won the Eldridge in 1961-62, Pym Hill trophy
1965 & 1982, Vets Champion 1984 & Vets Evening 10 champion in 1995, 96 & 98. He said that
in his younger days he “rode a lot of road races but I couldn’t sprint, went away too early and
every time I tried to eat someone went up the road!”
His administrative palmares are equally impressive. He provided the continuity and stability that
the Club needed over a long period, as did Peter Dawson, while enabled it not only to survive but
to progress. It enabled those people who just wanted to cycle, to cycle and achieve success and
gain enjoyment. Unassuming, reliable, encouraging and helpful. Apart from those administrative
activities mentioned above, Ian organized the Ramsay Cup and promoted an Open event for more
than 50 years, initiated the Bill Cox 2 day road race, set up the Cambrai cycling club exchange,
trips to the Ghent 6 day, organized the GCC/CTC Reliability Ride, researched and measured new
courses. He was chief judge in the National Professional Road Race (won by Les West and
organized by GCC Peter Baird).
Again, as with Peter Dawson, the Club owes a great debt of gratitude to Ian for providing
the Club with continuity and stability over such a long period.
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Roger Wilkings
Undoubtedly, though, the pinnacle of GCC’s time trial racing success was Roger Wilkings. He
came 2nd in the National BBAR twice, 1959 & 1962, and then 3rd in 1960; he won 3 National
12hr titles between 1960-62 and with him in the team GCC came 2nd in the National BBAR team
competition (with Peter Baird and Peter Williams – picture below) in 1962. Roger also rode the Tour
of Poland for the British team in 1959.

Left
1958 National Champ 100
South Ruislip. Time 4.19.42
– 18 minutes down on winner
Ray Booty. A year late Roger
beat Booty by a 1.32 with a
4.1.44 – the second fastest
100 ever.
Right
Photoshoot picture for the
1959 Cycling & Mopeds
feature on Roger – in Army
C U road racing attire

(photo credit 1960 Coureur
Sporting Cyclist)

(photo credit 1959 Cycling &
Mopeds)

At 6’ 2” and 13 stone in his early 20s, Roger was an impressive rider, generating massive
cycling-world interest as reports about him in a wide range of cycling periodicals prove. He was
a national cycling figure. Although he rode road races he said himself he preferred time trialing –
trying to beat a previous best. By all accounts he was a quiet, unassuming man who avoided the
limelight.
The top 100 miler in the late 1950s was Ray Booty. In 1958 Roger lost out to him by some 18
minutes, (above, left picture) yet in 1959 Roger beat him by a minute with a time of 4.1.44, the
second fastest 100 mile ride ever at that time. The week before Ray Booty had become the
National 100 mile champion as well. The course was on the famous Bath Rd, a straight out and
back course, starting just east of Oxford at Thame. And ……….Roger had ridden there, then
rode back after the race with GCC clubmates who had come to support him! He missed out on
winning the National BAR in 1959 by 0.08mph!! He put that down to a series of small
occurrences – a polio jab in the middle of the season affected his performance, a bed collapsing
on him so he didn’t get a decent night’s sleep before a race, choosing a hilly event in Kent as
opposed to a flat East Anglian course as a result of lack of finance.
He was particularly pleased with his 12hr rides and titles, especially the 1960 event when not
only did he win but he beat the second placed man by 10 miles, improved on his previous year’s
mileage by 8 miles and only missed competition record by just ½ mile. Even so he beat Ray
Booty’s national 12hr championship record by 5.3 miles. He still remembers this race well
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In 1959 he was selected for the GB team to ride the Tour of Poland but unfortunately he
came off in the wet on cobbles, went over the handlebars and was hospitalized before
being sent back to England. He immediately went back out on the bike against doctors’
orders but his form dipped for the rest of the season. In 1959 he also rode the
international Tour of the North Downs, organized by the Woolwich CC, the route being
in our local area taking in A20, Longfield, Vigo, Swanscombe and A2. Roger finished
3rd by 2 lengths, but even the winner agreed Roger was the strongest rider there, he just
didn’t have a sprint. The route sheet had shown the route followed the same as previous
years there was a turn with a back-breaking climb and Roger, knowing he did not have
sprint, decided to make the break there. He made the break just before the turn but hen
he got there he was directed straight on, easing slightly but just enough to allow the
eventual winner and second to join him, coincidentally Army teammates. He had also
ridden the Tour of East Anglia which he had won …with a sprint.
In 1959 he had to join the army for National Service and was up for the1960 Olympic
selection, but due to a damp accommodation, a faulty stove and poor ventilation in his
room his health and form suffered. By the time the issue was resolved Olympic selection
had been made and unfortunately he missed out.
Roger was the GCC BAR from 1956-62, the Club Champion from 1956-59 and won the
Ramsay Shield in 1958. He still holds the Club 12hr record of 271.30 miles. He
certainly put in the miles! He rode to work and back in all weathers, which initially was
from Northfleet to Erith, and then would go out for 2 hours in the evening. He did 250
per week in winter and on Sundays would ride the Club run, or to coast and back. By
March 1960 he had already ridden 3000 miles!
On one occasion he had been invited to be guest of honour at a club dinner in South
Wales – he rode there and after the event rode back as far as Basingstoke!
Unfortunately Roger’s cycling career was cut short in his mid 20s as a result of dizziness from
Miniere’s.disease, but when you ask to him about his cycling experiences a smile returns to his
face and he says he rode for the enjoyment of it, meeting so many different people and going to
so many different places. For this he is grateful.
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The heady days of GCC’s social scene was definitively before the War with dances and
live 7 piece bands, posters put up around Gravesend and hundreds attending, but the
Club’s apogee for racing success was most definitely post War, in the late 50s and during
the 60s.
Norma Jarvis started the wheel turning by claiming the National Ladies 10 mile and 30
mile competition records in 1954 and 1956 respectively. Her 10 mile record time was
25.10 and the 30 time was 1.17.44.
Julia Cook was Kent Ladies BAR in 1970
Gravesend CC were KCA 12hr champions in 2001-2
Dave Rhodes was twice Kent BAR champion in 2003-4 and KCA 12hr champion in
2003
Gravesend CC have won the Ramsay Cup 9 times – 1932, 1937, 1938, 1949, 1969,
1970, 1986, 1988 & 2001

Gravesend CC - 2nd in National BBAR in 1962
The GCC (National BBAR) team going to the
National 25 at Chester
2nd from left of picture - Peter Baird;
6th from left - Roger Wilkings wearing 1959
Tour of Poland GB jacket
2nd from right - Peter Williams
extreme right - Bill Graham GCC official
+ GCC ‘team coach’

(photo credit Peter Baird)

GCC BBAR team results (3 to count)
50m
100m
Roger Wilkings
1.55.59
4.4.26
(Roger was 2nd in the individual National BBAR by 0.385mph)
Peter Williams (15th in BBAR)
1.56.38
4.8.13
Peter Baird
(40th in BBAR)
1.59.05
4.26.04

12hr
268.65

Av Spd
24.267

245.10
249.79

23.440
22.853

Peter Preston (64th in BBAR)

247.52

22.594
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Bob Crayford
While Roger Wilkings was our top time-triallist, but regrettably for only a short period, it is Bob
Crayford who has undoubtedly been GCC’s top road racer over a long career, really only ending
in 2003. He raced every year since his school days – his first race, aged 14, was a GCC Evening
10 on the Longfield Rd recording 28.04 - with success coming in his younger years, although in
later years he did ride LRVC races.
He has had 120 wins mainly in 1st cat BCF road races
although as below he has won time trial events. Most
notable in his palmares are: 1970 – 2nd & 6th in the Tour
of Ireland (which he rode 4 times); 2nd in an international
road race in Germany; 1970 – 6th in an international 3 day
race in France; in 1968 – 1st in the Greenwich Premier RR;
3 times winner of the Circuit of the Rodings; 3 times
winner of the Bob Tregoning Memorial RR and twice
winner of the Weald of Kent RR. He has won the Kent
Senior RR championship, the Bill Cox Memorial Race in
1967 (a GCC organized race) and as recently as 1997 he
was 3rd in the National Vets Criterium Championship.
1962, Bob, 15, in Comrades CC Jnr 25

He rode the Tour of Ireland for various composite teams, Phil Liggett being a team mate in one
of those teams, and in one of the Tours Bob rode
against the current UCI President, Pat McQuaid. (see
When he rode the international race in
photo)
Germany our Peter Baird was a member of that team.
When Bob rode in the 3 day race in France he
represented a GB composite team.

1971 Tour of Ireland. Bob, right, leads
with Pat McQuaid, current UCI
President extreme left.

His father, Roy, got him into cycling as Roy was the
Club’s timekeeper. Bob’s training? Riding to work
from this area to London, club runs at the weekend or
going on a ‘fast bash’ to the coast and back with the
likes of Peter Baird, Geoff Wiles and other top local
road racers. Once the season came a rider could race
virtually every day of the week, except Friday, in
various forms of the sport.

Having lauded Bob’s road racing career he was
also very successful in time trials – winning the
Kent BAR in 1967 & 2002 and also being KCA
12hr champion in those years. He has also been
the KCA 50 mile champion and 4 times the
Kent 100 mile champion. Bob holds the Club
Veterans records for 10 miles – 21.43; 25m –
54.48; 30m – 1.08.54; 100m – 4.18.40
(photo Bob Crayford. 1967 Bill Cox Memorial RR
1967 Bill Cox Memorial RR. Bob won. With
team mate Peter Baird.
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And finally …….

The development of the Gravesend CC jersey – the
earliest of these jerseys is the top left, with the
latest and current jersey, bottom right. Top right
and bottom left were GCC’s foray into sponsorsed
club status. There was one design before the top
left, in which the sleeves were red, so just a red and
blue halved jersey.
(jerseys courtesy of Bob Crayford)

The traditional GCC badge
on the left. Right, the new
GCC logo incorporated
into the old style badge
design and made into the
special 90th
commemorative badge

In mid 1936, in response to GCC’s request for a cycle training track, Gravesend
Council promised to consider providing a cycle track when constructing their new
sports field. The cycle track finally appeared in 2012 but only thanks to the
foresight and perseverance of GCC member Tony Mack who saw the possibilities
of the abandoned A2 road area when part of the A2 was moved further west. The
consequence of all his efforts …… the new Cyclopark circuit.

And finally, finally although this Newsletter has been about highlighting the history
and successes of the Club and the prominent actors therein over 90 years, this forms only
a very small minority of the membership. The overwhelming majority ride for fun,
fitness, camaraderie or the challenge, but it is this majority that has ridden year in year
out and done all the tasks necessary to ensure the Club survived and made it what it is
today.
We owe them a debt of gratitude for now being able to look back with pride on a
successful and memorable 90 years.
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